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We present a method of experimental data analysis capable toreveal self-similar transverse mo-

mentum density fluctuations in the dipion(π+,π−) sector produced inA+ A collisions. The

corresponding fluctuation pattern, measured through the critical indexφ2, is associated, through

the phenomenon of critical opalescence, with the formation, at the QCD critical point, of a hot

isoscalar condensate with transverse fractal geometry. The efficiency of the method is tested in a

set of events generated by the Critical Monte-Carlo (CMC) generator. We use the developed algo-

rithm for the experimental data analysis of four different processes (A= p,C,Si,Pb) in the NA49

experiment (CERN-SPS) at
√

s= 17GeV. According to our findings strong self-similar correla-

tions characterize the reconstructed isoscalar sector in theC+C andSi+ Si systems supporting

the scenario that the produced fireball in these cases freezes out in the immediate neighbourhood

of the QCD critical point.
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1. Introduction

The exploration of the QCD phase diagram is one of the centraltasks in the new generation of
relativistic heavy ion collision experiments providing the unique possibility to test non-perturbative
aspects of the fundamental theory of strong interacting matter and to get insight into the well hid-
den mechanism of hadronization. According to our understanding of strong interactions at finite
temperatureT and baryonic chemical potentialµB, mainly through recent lattice QCD calculations
[1], the quark-hadron phase transition is expected to occuralong a critical line in the(µB,T) plane,
characterized by first order transitions, and ending at a second order critical point, remnant of the
chiral phase transition, in the region of lower baryonic chemical potential and higher temperatures.
In fact the chiral symmetry is explicitly broken by small butnonzero quark masses [2] and the
benchmark of the critical endpoint, belonging to the 3−D Ising universality class [2], is the for-
mation of a hot condensate consisting of almost massless isoscalarσ -particles. The absense of a
characteristic length scale in theσ -system (very large, practically infinite, correlation length) in-
duces self-similar density fluctuations of the condensate described by the fractal geometry of the
formed criticalσ -clusters. The corresponding fractal mass dimension can bedetermined, using
universality class arguments [3], in terms of the isothermal ciritical exponentδ of the 3−D Ising
system. As the condensate freezes out, the mass of the sigmasincreases beyond the two-pion
threshold value and the sigmas decay mainly into pion pairs.Recently it has been proposed that
the original self-similar fluctuations of the isoscalar condensate can be experimentally observed by
factorial moment analysis in transverse momentum space of the dipion sector, reconstructed from
the opposite charged pions produced in aA+ A colliding system [4]. The key phenomenon lead-
ing to these observable effects iscritical opalescence[5] describing the transfer of the real space
density fluctuations of critical sigmas to density fluctuations in transverse momentum space. After
removing the combinatorial background introduced throughthe dipion reconstruction the fractal
geometry of the remaining fluctuation pattern is revealed and measured in terms of the critical
index φ2 [4]. This method of analysis has been succesfully applied toreveal the self-similar fluc-
tuation pattern in a representative ensemble of Monte-Carlo events containing critical sigma sector
generated by the CMC algorithm [4]. In the present work we report on a similar analysis applied to
SPS-NA49 experimental data for fourA+ A systems (A = p,C,Si,Pb) at maximum available en-
ergy. In section 2 we describe briefly the reconstruction algorithm of critical isoscalar flcutuations
using as an example to demonstrate its validity a set of CMC generated events. In section 3 we
present the preliminary results of a similar analysis applied to NA49 data. Finally in section 4 we
summarize our findings and discuss briefly our conclusions.

2. Reconstruction of critical isoscalar fluctuations

2.1 General algorithm

We follow the scenario when the freeze-out state of the fireball formed during anA+A colli-
sion process is characterized by thermodynamic variables(µB,T) in the immediate neighbourhood
of (or exactly at) the QCD critical point. The unstable sigmaperticles, constituting the condensate,
decay dominantly into charged pion pairs and the corresponding momenta are recorded in the de-
tector. The data sets containing the momenta of the producedcharged pions in an event-by-event
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basis is the input information in the following analysis. The geometrical characteristics of the crit-
ical sigmas in transverse momentum space can be revealed by recombining, within each event, the
transverse momenta of the finally produced charged pions according to:

~pππ
⊥,i j = ~p+

⊥,i +~p−⊥, j (2.1)

where~p+(−)
⊥,i( j) is the transverse momentum vector of thei-th ( j-th) positive (negative) charged pion

in the considered event. Thus, for each event involving charged pions, we construct the matrix
~pππ
⊥,i j containing as entries the transverse momenta of all possible dipions formed by combining a

positive and a negative pion from the event. If the multiplicity of charged pions in theK-th event
is denoted asn(K)

π+ = n(K)
π− = n(K)

π,ch.) then the above matrix has dimensionn(K)
π,ch. ×n(K)

π,ch. containing a

large number ((n(K)
π,ch.)

2−n(K)
π,ch.) of dipions which do not correspond to a real critical sigma-particle

in the initial condensate. We will use the termfake sigmasto indicate these dipions in the following.
As shown in [4], in order to decrease the relative weight of the fake sigmas in the reconstruction
one has to perform the combinatorics (2.1) within a narrow window of dipion invariant mass. To
achieve this one uses the filter:

(2mπ + ε1)
2 ≤ (p+

i + p−j )2 ≤ (2mπ + ε2)
2 ε1 < ε2 (2.2)

wherep+(−)
i( j) is the four-momentum of thei-th ( j-th) positive (negative) charged pion in theK-th

event,mπ is the pion mass andε2−ε1 ≪ 2mπ . The size∆ε = ε2−ε1 of the invariant mass window
in (2.2) has to be chosen appropriately small so that:(n(K)

π,ch.(∆ε))2−n(K)
π,ch.(∆ε)≤ n(K)

π,ch.(∆ε) leading

to the condition:n(K)
π,ch.(∆ε)≤ 2. At the ensemble level we obtain:

〈nπ,ch.(∆ε)〉 ≤ 2 (2.3)

In practice one has to shift the kinematical window in (2.2) along the invariant mass axis in order to
enter into regions with high activity of critical sigmas. Therefore the reconstruction algorithm in-
corporates two parameters:ε1 and∆ε . After fixing the values of these parameters one can construct
an ensemble of events involving dipions which respect the conditions (2.1-2.3). The reconstructed
events contain both fake as well as real (critical) sigmas. The geometrical characteristics of the
real sigmas can be revealed through factorial moment analysis [6] in transverse momentum space
of the reconstructed dipions. However the fake sigmas constitute a background in the calculation
including unwanted correlations between a pair of fake sigmas or between a fake and a real sigma.
As shown in [4] this background can be succesfully removed through a suitable substraction, at the
level of factorial moments, using the tool of the hybrid events in order to simulate the unwanted cor-
relations. The construction of the hybrid events implies the appearance of an additional parameter
q in the analysis describing the mixing percentage of the original data set. However, as explained
in [4], consistency requirements determineq to values close to 1. The limitq → 1 means 100%
mixing and in this case the hybrid events coincide with the mixed events. The final observable is
the correlator∆F2(M,ε1,∆ε ,q) defined as:

∆F2(M,ε1,∆ε ,q) = F(r)
2 (M,ε1,∆ε)−F(h)

2 (M,ε1,∆ε ,q) (2.4)

whereF2 is the second factorial moment in transverse momentum spacewhile M is the number of
bins in each direction. The superscript(r) indicates the ensemble of events involving reconstructed
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dipions while(h) indicates the corresponding ensemble of hybrid events. According to the basic
prediction ofObservable Critical QCD(OCQCD)∆F2 is expected to have the power-law form:
∆F2 ∼ (M2)φ2 with φ2 ≈ 2

3 [4]. In practice, for a reliable application of the reconstruction algorithm,
except of the determination ofφ2, one should also ensure the validity of the power-law description
for ∆F2 using as control parameters theχ2 per degree of freedom as well as the value of the
coefficient of determinationR2.

2.2 Reconstruction of the crtical sigma sector in CMC events

The CMC code generates events incorporating critical sigmas as dictated by OCQCD. A de-
tailed description of the generator as well as the corresponding theoretical basis is presented in
[3]. The fractal geometry of the critical sigmas in the CMC generated events is clearly seen in the
log-log plot of Fig. 1a showing the second factorial moment in transverse momentum space calcu-
lated for an ensemble of 20000 events with mean sigma multiplicity 〈nσ 〉 ≈ 32. The red line is a
linear fit with slopes2 ≈ 0.68(01) in full agreement with the predictions of OCQCD. The critical
sigmas are unstable particles and decay into pions. The momenta of the finally produced pions are
determined through the momenta of the initial critical sigmas as well as the corresponding sigma
mass distributionρ(Mσ ). Measurements of the properties of the sigma particles in medium [7]
suggest that for non-zero quark chemical potential the sigma mass distribution should be peaked
near the two pion threshold (Mσ

>∼ 2mπ ). Assuming such a distribution it is straightforward to
generate the pion momenta. The critical fluctuation profile is completely lost in the pionic sector
due to the kinematical distortion through theσ -decay. This is shown in Fig. 1b displaying the
second factorial moment in transverse momentum space of thepositive charged pions originating
from the decay of the critical sigmas. In order to reveal the initial critical isoscalar flcutuations we
apply the reconstruction algorithm described in the previous subsection to the ensemble of events
incorporating pions produced from theσ -decay of the CMC events. The result for the calculation
of the correlator∆F2 usingε1 = 0, ∆ε = 2 MeV andq = 0.9 is shown in log-log plot in Fig. 2. The
original self-similar fluctuation pattern in the critical isoscalar sector is clearly seen. The linear fit
(red line) givesφ2 = 0.66(02) in very good agreement with the corresponding result for thecritical
sigmas presented in Fig. 1a. This analysis suggests that thereconstruction algorithm described in
the previous subsection offers a reliable and valuable toolfor the search of the QCD critical point
through the detection of self-similar isoscalar flcutuations inA+A collision data.

3. Analysis ofA+A NA49 data - preliminary results

We have used the reconstruction algorithm described in section 2 for the data analysis of four
A+ A systems measured in NA49 experiment at maximum CERN-SPS energy EL = 158 AGeV.
After applying several particle identification cuts we end up with the following ensembles: 408708
p+ p events, 33689C+C events, 17053Si+ Si events and 1487Pb+ Pb events. At the level
of total number of tracks the four ensembles are statistically equivalent. A novel issue appearing
in the analysis of the real data is the presence of Coulomb correlations between charged pions
which are not included in the CMC generated events. Coulomb correlations are peaked for pion
pairs with invariant mass approaching the two-pion threshold. Therefore in the invariant mass
region just above 2mπ sigma correlations in the dipion sector, if they exist, are entangled with the
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Figure 1: The second factorial moment in transverse momentum space for: (a) 20000 CMC events consist-
ing of critical sigmas and (b) for the positive charged pionsresulting from the decay of the critical sigmas
analysed in (a).

Coulomb correlations. In order to avoid this entanglement one should choose an appropriate value
of ε1 in the filter (2.2). Coulomb correlations are suppressed forpairs of opposite charged pions
with Qinv ≥ 50 MeV (Qinv =

√

−(p+ − p−)2 wherep+(−) is the four-momentum of the positive
(negative) charged pion in the pair). This constraint leadsto ε1 ≥ 4 MeV. In order to fullfil the
requirement (2.3) we have chosen the following sizes for theinvariant mass window∆ε in (2.2):

• for the p+ p system we use∆ε = 14 MeV

• for theC+C system we use∆ε = 2 MeV

• for theSi+Sisystem we use∆ε = 1 MeV

• and finally for thePb+Pbsystem we use∆ε = 0.1 MeV

In the case ofPb the selected value of∆ε is the minimum allowed corresponding to∆Q≈ 5 MeV
which is very close to the experimental resolution. Using windows of size∆ε and varyingε1 in
the range[284MeV,320MeV] we search, for each system, for a region, along the dipion invariant
mass axis, with sigma activity, if any. For theC+C andSi+Sisystems several such domains exist.
The p+ p system shows an almost uniform behaviour with respect to translations along the dipion
invariant mass axis while for thePb+ Pb system the limitations discussed above (low statistics,
low experimental resolution) do not allow for the determination of an invariant mass interval with
enhanced sigma activity. A typical solution in this search,in terms of the size ofφ2 as well as the
quality of the power-law fit for∆F2 measured throughχ2/do f andR2, is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4
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Figure 2: The second factorial moment in transverse momentum space for dipions reconstructed from
opposite charged pions produced through the decay of the critical sigmas.

we show theφ2 dependence on the system sizeA resulting from the solution displayed in Fig. 3.
The horizontal line presents the OCQCD prediction forφ2 (φ2,c = 2

3). It is clear that the relatively
small systemsC andSi approach the critical QCD prediction while the corresponding fit quality is
in acceptable range (χ2/do f < 1 andR2 > 0.6). The latter is not true for thePb system possibly
due to the fact that∆ε for this system should be further decreased. However with the existing
experimental resolution this is not possible. Therefore the obtainedφ2 value forPb+Pbhas to be
considered only as a lower limit. Our analysis suggests thatthe Si system freezes out very close
to the critical point. It is interesting to compare theSi result with that of the CMC events with a
similar charged pion multiplicity. In addition one could also apply the reconstruction algorithm to
simulatedSi+Sievents using a conventional Monte-Carlo generator like HIJING [8]. This analysis
is performed and the corresponding results are shown in Fig.5. It is obvious the similarity between
the CMC and the NA49 behaviour. Contrary to that, in the HIJING events no such power-law
dependence of∆F2 is observed. This finding supports further the scenario thatthe correlations
in the σ -mode generated in theSi+ Si system are unconventional and can be associated with the
approach to the QCD critical point.
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Figure 3: A typical solution for the correlator∆F2, in a search for kinematical domains with enhanced sigma
activity, using in the analysis the data of the four consideredA+A systems.
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Figure 4: The critical indexφ2, determined through the solution shown in Fig. 3, as a function of the size
A of the corresponding nuclei.

4. Concluding remarks

A method of analysis to look forisoscalar critical fluctuations in A+ A data is developed.
Within this method the disentanglement between Coulomb (π+,π−) correlations and sigma cor-
relations in the reconstructed dipion sector is possible. Applying this method to NA49 data a
clear signature for the presence of unconventional correlations in theSi+ Si andC+C system at
158AGeV is obtained. The size of these correlations, especially fortheSi+ Si system, measured
in terms of the critical indexφ2 is close to the theoretical expectation for anA+A collision system
freezing out close to the QCD critical point. The errors in the above analysis are relatively large
and higher statistics (unfortunately not available at the present stage) is needed for a more accurate
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Figure 5: ∆F2 in transverse momentum space for: (a) 20000 CMC events with mean charged pion mul-
tiplicity ≈ 16, (b)Si+ Si-data of the NA49 experiment atEL = 158GeV/n and (c) 15000 HIJING events
simulating theSi+Sisystem.

calculation ofφ2. Our results support the need for an extented exploration ofthe QCD phase dia-
gram in the neighbourhood of the freezing-out conditions ofthe lighter systems at energies close
to the maximum SPS energy 158AGeV.
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